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We have a rich abundance of materials on mining and
metallurgy in Europe since the late Middle Ages,
but we know precious little about this human activity in
late imperial China.
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《滇南矿产图略》 1844年版本

Sources on the technologies and organizational
structures of silver (and copper) mining
Chen Baipeng 陈百朋《龙泉志》, ca. 1200: silver smelting
in S Zhejiang

Wang Shixing 王士性《廣誌繹》, ca. 1630: organization of silver
mines in Yunnan

3 pp.

Song Yingxing 宋应星《天工开物》, 1637: metallurgy, mostly
unlocated

Wu Qijun 吴其濬《滇南矿产图略》, 1844: mining and
metallurgy in Yunnan

Huang Mengju 黄梦菊《滇南事实》, ca. 1843: silver mines of

4 pp.

Huize, NE Yunnan

Emile Rocher, 1871: Mines and metallurgy of Gejiu, S Yunnan
Song Gengping 宋賡平, ca. 1900: Mines and metallurgy of Huili, W
Sichuan
Emile Leclère , 1901: Mines and metallurgy of Gejiu
Yamaguchi Yoshikatsu 山口義勝, 1912: copper and silver mines of
Dongchuan, NE Yunnan

5 pp.

The most Confucian attitude to mining

礦害

Ni Tui 倪蛻 (1668-1748), quoting
Chen Cha 陈察, in a report on his inspection of the Yunnan
mines in 1511:

人睹其利，我睹其害。夫礦開則人聚，人聚则
食廣。雲南有限之谷，其能飼此不耕之人乎！
Where others see profit, I see calamity.
When mines are opened, people congregate,
and where people congregate, they consume
food grown in a large area.
But Yunnan has only limited grain,
how can it feed these people who do not
till the land!

Slag dumps

Mingguang Mines,
Tengchong, Western
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Silver separation hearths

Shiyang Mines, Central Yunnan
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While at Tali

[in 1881] we were waited upon by a deputation sent by a
guild of silversmiths who were interested in a silver mine called

Yung-pei mine, one of the largest in Western Yunnan. This mine is situated
north of the Ting of that name, and east of Li-kiang, about some seven
days’ journey north of Tali. They

brought a most elaborate
plan of the shafts, or workings, of the mine, showing in
different colours where trials had been made
successfully and fruitlessly, and the main and side
galleries. Their object was to obtain from us information how to guard

against the dangerous gases which blew out their common oil lamps and
made working impossible. We indicated the method employed in Europe
for the purpose, but counselled their sending through Bamo and Rangoon
to Calcutta, in order to get the necessary apparatuses and advice for
rendering the working of the mines sage. The cost, trifling as it would be
compared with the results to be obtained, and the fact that it was a
departure from time-honoured custom, made our proposal unpalatable.
(Archibald Colquhoun. Across Chryse: Being the narrative of a journey of exploration
through the South China border lands fromCanton to Mandalay. London: Sampson Low,
Marston & Searle, 1883, 259-60)

Core information by Colquhoun:
Date: 1881
Location: Yongbei ting 永北廰, 7 days' travel north of Dali
Operators of the mines : Guild of silversmiths(?)
Technical information: Mining
operators
have
a
system
of
。”
mapping the underground workings
⇒ Workings must have
been extensive
⇒ Technical specialists
existed
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Yunnan tongzhi provincial gazetteer (1835), list of silver mines and their tax
quotas: ---

Diannan kuangchan tulue 《滇南矿产图略》 (1844), 卷下，104-5:

Dongshang Mines 東昇廠，branch mine of Debaoping 得寶坪 Copper Mine
since 1835. Opened 1831. Taxation: 13.5% of silver output.

Yongbei tingzhi《永北厅志》(1901), 279:

Mines opened by miners and smelterers 嶆尖爐户 with their own capital 自本
采辦, permit by magistrate in 1831.
At first no tax quota 定额, transferred as reported 隨抽報解.
When ores were at their richest, 5-6 "ponds"
were roasted per day, each yielding 1.85-2.22 kg
of silver, never under 0.37 kg.
Subsequently outputs fell, both in the amounts
of ore extracted and in the silver obtained.

當礦砂豐旺時，每日煎礦五六池，
每池出銀伍陸拾兩，至少不下拾兩。
其後開采年久，出礦渐少，
煎礦数池銀數均就减色。
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Xiong Jiayan 熊家彦《虑患说》 in Yongbei tingzhi《永北厅志》
(1901), 480-481, dating to the 1850s:
From every part Han came and settled among
the Yi, ploughing and digging for them as what
is called adjunct settlers, a system of
exploitation. The upheaval of 1830 was
because Han encroached on Yi fields and
exploited the Yi. At the time, the Dongsheng
mines were worked, and vagrants heard the
news and streamed in as if they were ants
occupying the bees nest. The local lord was
unable to restrain them therefore a supervisor
was stationed to prevent crime.
...
some were criminals fleeing from justice,
some are impoverished seeking food far and
wide, some are vagrants without regular
occupation, some are bandits, ...

... 各處漢民遷移與夷民雜處，相為耕
鑿，名曰寄住户，專事盤剝，此道光
元年之變，因爲漢占夷地，盤剝夷民
也。迨至東昇厰開采，流民聞風四入
，蟻聚蜂屯，土司不能彈壓，故移駐
經理守備，防防奸宄也。
生聚日多，案牘日煩，鬼蜮百出，莫
可穷究，审訊之下，或因本藉犯事而
來逋逃，或緣窮困覓食而遠出，或為
無業之游民，或為窝聚之匪党，撞騙
招搖，呼朋引類，目無法紀，永北幾
為盜賊薮矣。
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He Zongzhang 賀宗章 Huanjing tan 《幻景談》(undated, ca. 1900),
reprinted in Yunnan Shiliao congkan《云南史料丛刊》, 卷 12, p. 142:

My friend Liu Chunting was in charge of the
silver mines of Yongbei, which in the past were
huge. The Yongbei magistrate received a
customary income of over 1.85 kg per day, on
a regular basis.
The mine entrance and the galleries are still in
place, and the houses and structures still
stand. Old men of 80 to 90 in the vicinity, who
worked as miners when young, can point out
everything and still know the underground
paths.

如永北銀厰，吾友劉春霆云曾
辦過，x昔規模闊大，永北同知，
日進陋規大銀一錠五十餘兩，
以為常。
礦門苗路如昔，厰屋器物犹存，
附近有數老民，年八九十，壯
時曾充礦丁，尚能逐一指點，
仍循原路掘入。...
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He Zongzhang 賀宗章 Huanjing tan 《》(undated, ca. 1900,
reprinted in Yunnan Shiliao congkan《云南史料丛刊》卷12, p. 142:
... The story goes that the mines were richly
productive when operations ceased. One day,
hundreds and thousands of monkeys came
down from the opposite ridge, screaming and
yelling. The miners came out of each gallery to
watch, several thousand of the, and as they
were gazing in astonishment, the mountain
collapsed, and all galleries and adits were
buried. When the names were called from
the rolls, over 700 men were found to have
lost their lives, and operations ceased
immediately. The miners who were trapped,
were sometimes discovered by later workings,
they looked alive, but rotted as soon as they
were explosed to fresh air.

聞停辦時苗 x 旺，一日，忽聞
對山之上，有猿猴千百成群，
呼号奔逐負，礦砂丁出入各洞，
众至數千，互相驚異，紛紛出
洞瞻望，山忽坐崩，各洞門路，
概為土石堆壓，按名点騐，尚
有七百餘人未出，立即停辦。
在内砂丁，其後開窿時，間一
遇之，面目如生，見風則腐云。

The Bainiu Mines in Ninglang District

白牛厰（ 東昇厰），宁蒗县

View of the village and the slope covered in slag dumps, 2011

Mines in operation by 1830, large-scale exploitation ca. 1830-1850
Major mining accident probable before 1850: Name rolls reflect
organization and written documentation
Intensive exploitation ceased with civil wars of 1850s

Colquhoun, 1881: most elaborate plan of the workings of the mine,
showing in different colours where trials had been made
successfully and fruitlessly, and the main and side galleries.
Map of the mines highly probably was common practice in large-scale
exploitations, to document existing workings for safety and to settle
conflicts between adits run by different groups or companies.
Large silver mines with thousands of workers and organized as
cooperatives (the brotherhood system) are safely documented for Yunnan
by the late Ming (Wang Shixing). The scale and the duration of successful
exploitation are indirect evidence of technical specialists, accountants, and
managerial entrepreneurs.

Thank you!

